Wanda
Wanda Sukeforth has been married To Larry for 42 years and
always around the trucking industry.They had a trucking
company for 34 years and she helped in all parts of the
business dispatching,book keeping,ordering parts and payroll.
She has a lot of experience and can help in a lot of ways.

Oscar
In the trucking industry since1980 specializing in flatbed,
stepdeck and lowboy freight. I also handle heavy, over-weight
and over dimensional shipments.

Marlene
I have 22 years experience in the trucking industry. I have
worked as a truck owner and as a dispatcher/ freight broker,
with experience in permitting - specializing in open deck oversize freight.

David
I have been in the Transportation Industry for the past 39 years.
I worked as a Western Regional Sales Manager for two large
trucking companies. I have been working in the truck brokerage
side of the business for the past 17 years. Most of my current
business is working with Van freight, and blanket wrap
shipments. This is the freight that needs a lot of TLC to get there
in one piece.

Bill
I have been in the Transportation Industry since 1972. I started
out as driver ventured on to become a Dispatcher then
Operations Manger. I found that being a Logistics, Broker was
more of what I enjoyed doing so, I became an Agent for Tigi
Logistics, Inc.

Dennis
Dispatcher / Agent for approx 10+ years
Coordinate / Assist drivers in all aspects of freight movements
Specializing in facilitation of time sensitive moves
24hr availability

Barb
Extensive driving and trucking side
operations experience.
20 years industry experience as Broker /Agent.
Claims / Insurance mitigation specialist
24hr availability

Wendel
Freight Broker at Tigi Logistics Llc - Spring Hill, Florida
Area
Current: Freight Broker at Spice logistics llc, Freight
broker and Sales at Covenant Transport
Past: Freight Dispatcher at 4 Lane Logistics LLC.
Education: Northern Arizona University
Summary: Outgoing Salesmanship. Consistently
networking with customers and carriers for dedicated
lanes. Building relationships with valued clients.

Walter
1971 through 1974 worked for my father driving at
McLaines transfer they sold to Midland transport where I
bought my own truck and worked for Midland as an owner
Operater from 1974 to 1977 hauling between Pei and
Ontario.
In 1977 sold my truck and went to work for Sannorn's
Motor Express as Terminal Manager in Moncton NB
through 1987 at witch time they sold to APA transport out
of North Bergen NJ I stayed on as Terminal Manager in
Moncton through until 1991 and then transferred to
bangor me as Terminal Manager for APA until 1998 when
they shut their door's I became employed with Allens's
expedited as Operations Manager for their entire system
from 1998 to 2004 when they sold out to Estes Express
Lines in 2004 I came to work for TIGI logistics as an agent
and have been here as an agent ever since.

